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The Eucharist is celebrated every Sunday at 10.00 am followed by refreshments  Dates for your Diary: Sunday 1st November   10h00 Eucharist All Saints Sunday 8th November   10h00 11h45 Eucharist Remembrance Sunday Eucharist Danish Lutheran Tuesday10th November   10h00 CCC Meeting Sunday 15th November   10h00 Eucharist 2nd Sunday before Advent Sunday 22nd November   10h00 Eucharist Christ the King Sunday 29th November    10h00 Eucharist Advent Sunday  We have a bumper edition this month (4 pages) with a new section of Nicola’s Notices which allows us to put in local requests for things or people known to members of the congregation. And do take a look at our new website. An enormous thank you to Hugh Mellor for getting it up and running...  See our new website!    

  At the end of October we launched an all-new website for St Michael’s. This replaces the original which had been struggling for a while with out-of-date software. Apart from having a completely new look (we hope you like it!) it is more flexible, especially in its use of photographs and has an expanded calendar of events. 
The site aims to introduce St Michael’s to newcomers and visitors seeking a church on the Riviera and to explain where we are and what we do. It also has more information than the old site about arranging marriage blessings and other ceremonies. 
The URL of the website is unchanged at www.stmichaelsbeaulieusurmer.org. 
News items and requests to our regular community will continue to be relayed by e-mail as usual and every month in the Messenger newsletter. If you have received this edition of the Messenger you are already on our mailing list. If you are not on the mailing list but would like to subscribe then please send your e-mail address to mail@stmichaelsbeaulieusurmer.org 
Grateful thanks are due to the couple in our congregation whose donation covered the costs of developing the new site.                  HM 



 
 
St. Michael’s Fellowship Lunch 
 

Part of the celebration of our patronal feast on Sunday 27th September was the traditional fellowship lunch in the garden. Many people helped make this event possible by setting up tables, donating food and drink, cooking, and washing up. The event also raised funds for the church. 
 
The sun shone, the champagne flowed, generous amounts of delicious homemade food were consumed and most importantly our congregation had time to meet and talk together. There were long standing members and newer arrivals, young and old, several nationalities, in fact all that makes St Michael's a welcoming and vibrant community. 
 

P 
  The new Orders of service will begin this month at Advent: Fr Anthony continues with Part 4 of his series that explains some of these changes   The hymn ‘Abide with Me’ is often sung at this time of year when we commemorate Remembrance; it has the verse O Thou who changest not, abide with me… Unchanging is a characteristic of God and means we can depend on him and trust him. Even though there are many references to God changing his mind, in both the Old Testament and the New Testament, they are always in the context of God’s unchanging love for his people – that when they amend their ways for the good, he relents and blesses them.  The Church expresses her faith in the immutability of God through her liturgies and it is why there are set forms or patterns to our services at St Michael’s. Some may think this is unimaginative or restrictive, but it is designed to help us experience a sense of the unchanging divinity, just as we say “now and forever. Amen” at the end of prayers.  The pattern for our Sunday service is therefore constant week by week – we begin with a Greeting, reminding ourselves that we come together in the name of the Trinity and united by the Holy Spirit. The Penitential Rite then prepares us for being in God’s presence by calling us to repentance and allowing us to receive forgiveness for our sins. After we have received absolution we joyously give praise to God in the Gloria. The Collect or Opening Prayer then introduces the particular theme of the Sunday – often based on the season, festival or readings of the day. In that first part of the service we are involved in speaking; it is meant to be a dialogue between the priest and the congregation that expresses our fellowship of identity and purpose. But now comes the second part where we listen. In the Liturgy of the Word we are supposed to use the gift of our sense of hearing to listen to God’s message being spoken as it has been since the days even before the first texts of the Bible were written. The proclamation of the Gospel is a particular highlight for Christians and that is why it is accompanied by Alleluia and often with a procession and incensing. The Scriptures are explained and interpreted in the homily or sermon, followed by the articles of our faith, the Creed, which are based upon the revelations of the Scriptures. Inspired by God’s word we then offer our prayers of thanks and intercession for the whole Church and the world.  The next element is often misunderstood, even by priests, and can be very disruptive to the liturgy – it is the Sign of Peace! It was intended to be a liturgical gesture of a short bow or clasp of the shoulders or hands with the words “Peace be with you” and is an expression of Christ’s injunction first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and present your offering (Matthew 5:24). Unfortunately in some churches it has become the occasion for a noisy scrum, which is a shame because it should be a solemn and dignified moment as the preparation for the next part of our service, the Eucharist – which is the greatest act of worship and is the only thing Christ ever asked us to do specifically in his remembrance… of which I will write in next month’s article.                                                                Fr Anthony  



    New appointment  The Catholic priest for the Beaulieu parish, Pere Filippi, has recently moved to the wilds of Nice Nord and been replaced by Pere Irek. For more information there is an article in Olivo at the back of the church.   ‘The View from the Presbytere...   ... this month is very much focused on Remembrance. As the wife of a military chaplain, I have had the privilege of joining in the Act of Remembrance in places around the world and to meet veterans and victims of long past conflicts, many of whom still carry the burden of what they saw and what they endured during those dark times.   Also, as the wife of a military chaplain, I have been very aware of the courage of service men and women and their families, and the fear felt when waving their soldier off to war.  I can say this because I have walked in those shoes. I remember vividly the moment I said good bye to Tony at the bottom of the chancel steps in the church in Hameln, too afraid to look back.  Unlike past military wives however, we had been briefed on the uncertainty of what may lie ahead for us – long separation with little news of where our husbands would be and what dangers they might be facing.  Did that make it easier, or harder? I’m not sure, but it became all the more real when I walked from the church that day to the HQ to begin my training as a Casualty Notification Visitor… I’ve often heard it said that we should forget about past wars and conflicts, to move on, look to the future; if we were to do that we would only be fulfilling half of the story of Remembrance and the Memorials around the world would be no more than stones with names on.  Remembrance is about much more than looking to the past; it is about the future - guiding us to dedicate ourselves to praying for peace, upholding peace and at times even fighting for peace; inspiring us to dedicate ourselves to wiping out oppression, to upholding human rights and to making sure justice is served.  It is not only our soldiers who should be doing this, our politicians and world leaders who need to open their eyes and do the right thing.  Each one of us has a responsibility for the future and so we should use Remembrance Day to not just remember the past, but also to focus on the future. I have never been in any doubt about the sacrifices made by anyone who has experienced war or by anyone connected with military life.  For those prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice we all owe a huge debt of gratitude and our utmost respect.  Those who were in the congregation on Sunday last will have noticed the Poppy Appeal begin.  It is over 90 years since the first Poppy Day; the red poppy was established by the Royal British Legion as a clear symbol of the sacrifice of those who gave their life and is a direct reference to Flanders Fields; it is worn as a mark of respect and remembrance.  Some people choose not to acknowledge or join in the Act of Remembrance; some choose to wear a white poppy as a sign of peace – mistakenly interpreting the red poppy as a political statement.   St Michael’s is a church made up of many nationalities with many differing customs and traditions, but we all have a shared faith and a shared humanity.  So whatever you feel about Remembrance or what colour poppy you choose to wear - or not to wear, it isn’t such a big ask that each of us stops what we’re doing for a moment and stand in silence remembering those who laid down their lives so that we may be free to make those choices.   ‘When you go home, tell them of us and say, for their tomorrow, we gave our today.’ Fiona      



     Nicola’s Notices  Please contact Nicola Karlsen on ekarlsen@wanadoo.fr if you have a local item to share with members of the St Michael’s congregation.  Reunite a friend A member of our congregation is trying to find friends who he has lost touch with. Maybe someone knows them? They are an Irish couple named Evelyn and Matt who will now be quite elderly. He was a surgeon and they used to attend St Michaels.  If you have some knowledge of them please contact Nicola.  Life in France  Ten ways to get rid of your unwanted items.    1. Advertise on Riviera AngloINFO or Monaco AngloINFO  website. Free advertising if you have items to give away.  2. Use the site eco-systemes.fr which will direct you to a suitable organisation who may take your items, for example old computers (in French).   3. Advertise for sale on Le Bon Coin internet site free of charge (requires some knowledge of French).  4. Ring Emmaus a charity for the homeless tel 04 93 54 88 69 who may arrange a collection of large items (again in French).   5. Place the items near the nearest public bins on specific days for your commune e.g. Beaulieu first and third Thursday of the month. This is a great source of recycling and you may even end up bringing something back from the bins... If the item is too big for you to take to the bins, then call the Mairie and they will collect from your doorstep on the designated days.  6. Books can be delivered to Kermesse Ecumenical in Monaco in early December . This is in the large exhibition tent at Fontvielle; you can deliver the day before.  7. Le Croix Rouge in Villefranche will take smaller household items.  8. Clothing can be put in Croix Rouge bins (one on the Basse Corniche in Eze Bord de Mer)  9. You can rent a table at a Vide Grenier and sell items (like a car boot sale). Inscriptions are at the Office de Tourisme about a month before the sale.  10. Clothing of value can be sold through a Depot Vente, a shop which takes a commission. There are many in the phone book.    Want to get in touch? Editor Jo: news@stmichaelsbeaulieusurmer.org Our website: www.stmichaelsbeaulieusurmer.org 


